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Here you can find the menu of Dicamillo Baking Co Incorporated in Buffalo. At the moment, there are 17 menus
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Rick K likes about

Dicamillo Baking Co Incorporated:
We go WAY out of our way to stop in for tons of bread and pastries (i.e., we live in VA)! You cannot get their
bread anywhere remote close to us; so when we visit family near the finger lakes, we drive the hour+ over to
stock up! read more. What SUKA HOME SOLUTIONS doesn't like about Dicamillo Baking Co Incorporated:

It's frustrating that there are no price tags on any of their items. I don’t know what’s the intentions behind are but
you are forced to inquire about the prices for each of the numerous baked goods and bread they offer. read

more. Dicamillo Baking Co Incorporated from Buffalo is a snug café, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a
hot coffee or a hot chocolate, there are also delectable vegetarian dishes on the menu. Not to be left out is the

extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, There are also some international dishes
available on the menu.
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Snack�
BROWNIES

Dolc� – Desser�
CANNOLI

Breakfas� Men�
OATMEAL RAISIN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
OATMEAL

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Desser�
COOKIES

DONUTS

DONUT

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

RASPBERRY

COCONUT

PARMESAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

PIZZA

PASTA

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -19:00
Tuesday 07:00 -19:00
Wednesday 07:00 -19:00
Thursday 07:00 -19:00
Friday 07:00 -19:00
Saturday 07:00 -19:00
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